EXHIBIT ANNOUNCEMENT

Marriott New Orleans, Canal Street
Monday, March 22 – Wednesday March 24, 2010

PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH AND PHOTOVOICE
WITH COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKERS IN POST-KATRINA NEW ORLEANS

African-American and Latina health workers and Euro-American university researchers co-created this project using photography, interviews, and other participatory research strategies to identify, critically analyze, and document responses to the health and psychosocial disparities facing post-Katrina communities. Co-researchers critically discussed their work as community-based health promoters, increasing cross-community dialogue and actions through participatory action research and photovoice. The partnership offers a model of women’s leadership forged by those forced from their homes by Katrina and newcomers seeking to rebuild the city. The exhibit presents three aspects of our project: Post-Katrina New Orleans; Analyzing Racism and Oppression; and, Two Communities – One Voice.

The Exhibit will be at the Marriott New Orleans in the context of the Katrina@5: Partners in Philanthropy
Monday, March 22 – Wednesday March 24, 2010
http://katrinaatfive.org/

Project co-researchers will be available at the exhibit on Monday, March 22, from 2 – 4pm.

Please call Holly Scheib, co-researcher, at 504-208-7368 for more information.

ALL ARE WELCOME